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The abbey church of Saint-Martin-aux-Bois stands today between
afield of wheat and a farm built around the ruins of what was once

a great abbey. The church, following the Augustinian order, was
founded in the XIth century by monks from
Saint-Martin-de-Ruricourt and became a parish church after the
Revolution. The church, classed as national monument in 1902,
looms above the Picardie horizon, a miniature cathedral of Beauvais

renowned for its early Gothic lancet windows.

The church has been subjected to the dark side of fortune. After
being sacked during the hundred years war, the roof was torn off
during a storm and was abandoned for more than two centuries.
Prosper Merimee, in charge of conservation of historic monuments
under Napoleon III, was aware of this condition but, claiming the
chapel was of secondary importance artistically, refused to allocate
funds to repair the roof. Although some parts of the church have
been restored recently, general neglect, unmerited, continues to the
present Ume.

The Choir Stalls
The 28 choir stalls, commissioned for this church, date from the end

of the fifteenth century. Twenty-four misericords remain; others
have been mutilated, removed, or stolen. Arm-rests and end-panels
are carved and the stalls are among the few ensembles which retain
their high back panels and canopies. The beauty of the misericords
is hidden behind blotches of nineteenth century paint, dry wood,
active worms, and deterioration due to changes in temperature and
humidity. Birds nest on the stalls and cleaning seems to be sporadic
and rare.

The stalls, now in four sections, were originally in the nave of the
church, one high and one low row on each side. Now the high stalls
are by the altar and the low stalls lean grotesquely under the
windows at the east end of the church. Most, but not all of the

misericords in the low stalls have disappeared.
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The Misericords
Some of the misericords are unique to this set of stalls and other
misericords are similar to those in other regions and countries. The
style is similar to those from Saint-Lucien-de- Beauvais now at the
Musee national du Moyen Age in Paris, placed there (after a number
of peregrinations) following the ruin of that abbey during the
revolution. The Saint-Martin stalls, miraculously, are in the church
for which they were commissioned.

Women on the Misericords
One of the most intriguing misericords in this church, or anywhere
for that matter, shows a seated woman, one hand on her chest and

the other on the end of a belt or ribbon. She is dressed in a long
simple gown, with fitted bodice, loose sleeves and flowing skirt. To
her right stands a bearded godlike figure raising a mallet in his right
hand and aiming it at a chisel which seems to go through the
woman's head. He is dressed in a long simple robe, not the elegant
attire of sculptors on other misericords (Les Andelys, Rouen,
Toledo). To the woman's left stands a devil, mallet at rest in his left
hand. His missing right hand might have held or pomted to the
chisel.
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God and the Devil Create Woman
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As with many misericords, one can only infer the meaning of this
image. A proverb seems to fit: God cannot create a woman without
the aid of the devil. The scene may therefore be one of Creation but
here God and the Devil cooperate in forming Woman. Another
saying of the era was that God created woman but the devil formed
her head. Here both devil and God pound a chisel into the woman's
head.

Malevolent attitudes toward women are expressed in another
misericord. Here a woman in simple dress and head covering holds
what looks like a long farm tool before here and seems to be
swinging it from side to side. At her right stands a devil figure with
grotesqug face and clawed limbs. A close look under the farm tool
shows it to be a saw, with teeth only before the devil figure. A close
look at the devil shows that it is definitely a woman! The expression
Woman can saw the devil in half, was common at the time. Another
woman saws the devil on an armrest at the Cathedral of Amiens and

was also on a misericord at Saint-Spire-de-Corbeil, destroyed by
fire in 1910.
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Woman saws Devil in Half

A third misericord shows a woman, attired in gown and coif, sitting
and holding aloft, as an obvious phallic symbol, a large distaff.
Sitting on the floor before her is a monkey, possibly representing
her husband whom she dominates. A folklore quatrain explains this
scene, where the wife dominates the hearth.
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Woman, Distaff and Monkey

The theme of the dominating wife appears in more active form on
many misericords in England. The wife strikes her husband at
Whalley, Carlisle, Lincoln... Also, an arm-rest at the cathedral of
Amiens shows a wife beating her tiny cowering husband, not yet
turned into a monkey. Other relevant iconography (Rouen,
Villefranche-de-Rouergue, Hoogstraten) shows husband and wife
fighting to wear the pants in the family. In this image, the husband
and wife stand or sit on each side of a pair of trousers, hold onto
them and pull. At Hoogstraten, in a modification of the scene, two
women fight for the pants while the husband leans over the wall,
grabs his pants and flees.

Proverbs on the Misericords

In addition to the proverbs concerning women on the Saint-Martin
misericords, another proverb, also at Walcourt (Belgium), and
Whalley and Beverley Minster (England) is: To shoe the Goose. A
goose stands in a frame used to harness horses. A man attired in a
belted tunic, a hat with upturned brim, and low shoes holds a mallet
in one hand and places a horseshoe on the goose's webbed foot with
the other hand. The proverb refers to those people who meddle in
the affairs of others and do not know what they are doing. The
Whalley misericord shows a detailed interior of a blacksmith's shop
and the goose in the horse's harness. The proverb is spelled out in
.mderoles floating under the scene. "Who so melles hy(m)ofy al
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me(n) dos let hy(m) cu(m) heir & shoe ye ghos, " or Whoever
meddles in otherpeople's affairs is sure to make a failure of it. The
Walcourt scene is similar to the Saint-Martin image. The Beverley
scene repeats this image in a small roundel framing a central image
of a fox-preacher with congregation of geese.
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To Shoe the Goose

The image also appears in literature. Rabelais, for example,
describes the young Gargantua placing a horseshoe, not on a goose
but even less likely, on a grasshopper.

On another misericord two bears dance while one plays the flute.
Bears entertained at fairs so this image was familiar to local people.
In addition to showing daily life the dancing bears represent a
proverb. "To see the bears dance" probably meant to be hungry, a
forerunner of the current expression "Hungry as a bear". Bears
dance in the distance in Bruegel's proverb painting' showing that
they are indeed proverbial. Only one other misericord is almost
exactly the same as the Saint-Martin bears, and comes from

' Peter Bruegel Netherlamtish Proverbs, National Museum: Berlin,
Germany.
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Saint-Lucien-de-Beauvais, not far away.2 In other regions pigs, not
bears, dance.
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See the Bears Dane

Servants Bring Food

See the article on the misericords at the Musee national du Moyen Age
in this issue.
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Scenes of Daily Life
Scenes of daily life may also illustrate fables or tales that have been
lost to the twentieth century. A series of three misericords may be
related. Two people sit at a table set up on horses (dining tables in
the middle ages were set up as temporary furniture, easy to remove
for later dancing or sleeping). The table is covered with a cloth
while a dog lies comfortably at their feet. Banquet scenes
sometimes represent the month of January in Books of Hours,
however, no other scene at Saint-Martin seems to signify a
particular month of the year. We do not know who these people are
or if there is a reason for a special banquet. On the next misericord
two other servants carry a basket of bread and a jug of wine; the
wine bearer tias the keys to the cellar at his belt. The scene is not in
a poor man's house but in a castle or an inn. On the adjoining
misericord two musicians play drum and flute. Are they street
musicians or are they entertaining the banqueting couple?

On the next misericord a man stands, hands tied behind his back as
he stretches his head to bite a circular object hung before him.
Another man runs toward him, rather fast as indicated by the way
his legs are bent. Is this a game like bobbing for apples? Rabelais
describes party games popular at dinners and this may be one of
them. However, we are not sure and this image may show a more
sinister act.

On one of the lower stalls, now beneath the windows, a man leaves
the gate ofacasde as a caparisoned horse prances toward him. The
scene might be part of the banqueting story, a picture of the local
lord of the manor, or be an invention of the carver.

On another misericord, two humanoids stand, long poles in hand.
Their heads are similar to the devil who assists God with the
Creation of Woman. However, they have the long rat tails. What are
they doing? The figures each hold a stick: the one at left in an
offensive pose and the one at right in a defensive pose. The game,
a favorite of Robin Hood, is quartersticking.3

31 am grateful to Brian Levy of Hull University for acquainting me with
the game of quartersticking.
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Knight and Horse
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A Game?

Vices on the Misericords

When one vice is represented in a set of choir stalls, others are
likely to be close by. On one misericord two men carry a chest filled
with money or goods. Does this represent the vice of avarice? If so,
thebanqueters may represent gluttony. However, the chest may be
filled with a woman's dowry and therefore fit with the banqueting
and entertainment scenes as part of a story. Also, no devil, an
attribute of avarice, accompanies the chest.
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On another misericord a man prepares to whip a large rabbit as it
emerges-from its burrow. A man attacking a small animal generally
depicts the vice of cowardice.
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Men Carry Chest

Enigmas on the Misericords
Some misericords are difficult or even impossible to analyze with
any degree of accuracy. One must look for clues in the carving, the
relationships among the carvings in the set, comparison with other
sets and even relationships to other car/ings oil the arms and sides
of the ensemble.

One misericord at Saint-Martin is badly defaced. The mutilation is
certainly not accidental and indicates that the subject of this
misericord was either obscene, heretical or in some way displeasing
to the clerics responsible for this church. The remaining outlines
show two men close together, probably one behind the other. A
third man runs toward them swinging a weapon behind his head. It
looks as if he is about to beat the couple who may be engaged in
some kind of sexual act.

4 According to Witkowski the two men are Sodomites. There is possibly
a similar scene at Amiens.

Mutilated Misericord - Perhaps Obscene

A misericord at Isle Adam, not far from Saint Martin, shows two
masked figures sweeping the mess from an overturned pot. The
proverb You cannot pick up all that you spill, is depicted in
Bruegel's painting. The humanoid forms may satirize the careless
act of overturning the pot. However, the figures may have other, as
yet unidentified, significance.

Another misericord difficult to analyze shows a man fighting a pig.
The latter holds a flail. Perhaps this satirizes games at the Kermesse
or perhaps it is the world-upside-down where animals and humans
exchange roles.

A mitered bishop walks alone through an orchard, appearing to
bless the land. There is no indication whose land this is or why the
bishop is blessing it. We do not know if the land belongs to the
bishop or if a visiting bishop has been asked to bless it.

Miscellaneous Themes

Since a number of misericords are missing at Saint-Martin it is
impossible to see if a program underlies the selection of misericord
carvings. There might have been scenes which extended the banquet
story, other vices, or other proverbs.
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Animals appear in various roles on the misericords. They interact
with humans as a pig fights a man. A dog traps a rabbit in its
burrow. A pair of wyvems stare at each other. A variety of animals
hold coats of arms that identify either the patrons of the choir stalls
or people important in the region.
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Dog Traps Rabbit
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There is only one foliate carving, but others may have been on
missing misericords.

The misericords at Saint-Martin-aux-Bois include several carvings
unique not only to the region, but which exist in no other church m
Europe. A few themes are similar to choir stall carvings at the
cathedral of Amiens and to those formerly at
Saint-Lucien-de-Beauvais. One proverb on a Saint-Martin
misericord is one of the few that exists on both sides of the English
channel, To shoe the goose. The role of vices on the Saint-Martin
misericords has been a subject of controversy. The Abbe Barraud,
early in this century, thought the misericords represented vices:
pride, lust, gluttony, hate and worldly pleasures. Abbe Morel
allocated vices to each misericord and each armrest. On the armrests

the camel was considered a symbol of material occupations, the
hybrid became the loss of human dignity, the bonneted woman's
head became temptation and the sow nursing its young became
degradation. While some images probably represent vices, these
analyses are certainly exaggerated.
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There must have been many more sets of choir stalls like these but
they were destroyed by revolution, religious battles, wars, fire, and
deliberate vandalism. The fact is that most of the Saint-Martin choir
stalls, of high artistic merit, with intriguing iconography - exist.

We hope they will exist for future generations.

List of Saint-Martin Misericords
N-01 Devil and God Create Woman.
N-02 Mutilated Outlines of Three Men.
N-03 Woman Saws Devil in Half.
N-04 Oak Leaves and Acorns.
N-05 Abbot B lesss the Land.

N-06 Leaves and Grapes.
N-07 Coat of Arms.
N-08 Coat of Arms.
N-09 See the Bears Dance.
N-10 Man and Rabbit.

NE-1 To Shoe the Goose
NE-2 Knight and Castle.
NE-3 Stolen.
NE-4 Hunting Scene.
NE-5 Missing.
NE-6 Missing.
NE-7 Two Wyvems.
NE-8 Missing.

S-01 The Miser or Marriage Casket
S-02 Two Musicians Play Fife and Drum.
S-03 Banquet.
S-04 Party Game?
S-05 Dinner at the Inn.
S-06 Quartersticking.
S-07 Dominant Wife and Monkey Husband.
S-08 Man Fights Pig.
S-09 Coat of Arms.
S-10 Coat of Arms.

Armrests
1. Man with forked feet.
2. Ape plays hurdy-gurdy.
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3. Caped monster.
4. Lion bares its teeth.

5. Frog eats with a spoon.
6. Pig sits on cask.
7. Squirrel.
8. Skull.
1. Two humped camel.
2. Quadruped with man's face.
3. Old monk prays, reads, and grimaces.
4. Monk with eyes almost closed.
5. Monster searches its prey.
6. Biped with long neck ready to seize merman.
7. B onneted woman' s head.

8. Monster man holds parted beard in his hands.
9. Sow plays bagpipes and nurses her young.
10. Man's head with long hair and Louis XII style hat.

End Panels
Saint Ambroise with his attribute, a beehive.
Jerome.
Old testament scenes of Judith and Holophemes.
Rahab with the spies from Canaan.
A pair of foxes stealing geese.
Several ends have disappeared.

1 rue Castex
Boite 45
Paris 75004, France

Dentist Pulls Monk's Tooth


